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Accuracy of Exchange Valuation
Rules: Additivity and Unbiased

Estimation

S H Y A M S U N D E R A N D G B E G O R Y W A Y M I R E t

No issue has been the subject of greater debate among both practicing
and academic accountants than asset valuation (and hence income meas-
urement). The debate on this issue has been going on for over 50 years
(e.g., Paton [1922] and Canning [1929]) and, at times, at a high level of
intensity. The primary issue is whether historical cost of assets should
be adjusted for price changes and, if so, how. Following Ijiri's [1967; 1968]
characterization of valuation rules as linear aggregation functions. Sun-
der [1978] developed a scheme of algebraic representation of valuation
rules (e.g., historical cost, general price-level-adjusted, current value, etc.)
as a function ofthe set of price indexes used to adjust the historical data.
A mean-squared difference between current and an estimated value of
baskets of assets summarizes the ability of various valuation rules to
approximate current value. This mean-squared difference is an inverse
measure of accuracy of valuation rules, and some of its mathematical
properties were derived by Sunder [1978].

In this paper we first derive additivity as another important mathe-
matical property of the accuracy of valuation rules and then present an
unbiased statistical estimator of accuracy. These analytical results enable
us to conduct empirical estimations of accuracy of valuation rules using
the Producer Price Index data base in Sunder and Waymire [1983].

The analytical framework and previous results are summarized in
section 1. Definition and proof of the additivity property of accuracy are
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given in section 2. An unbiased estimator of accuracy is developed in
section 3. A summary of the results is presented in the final section.

/. Environment and Notation

Consider an economy with n distinct goods. Let q* be the vector of
quantities of n distinct goods contained in a given basket or firm. Suppose
under a given valuation rule, P° is the valuation of the basket at time 0
and P' at time 1; relative change in value of the basket is R = {P^ — P°)/
P°. Let r be the n-vector of relative price changes from time 0 to time 1
for the n goods. If valuation of each good in the bundle is determined by
multiplying its historical value by a price index specific to each good, the
resultant number R is the relative change in the current value of the
bundle. This value of R is denoted Rcu and is defined as the principal
aggregation:

Rco = w'r (1)

P °o*
where Wi = -——'•— for i = 1, 2, . . . , n

P° = unit price of good i at time 0.

As defined above, w is the vector of relative weights of various goods
in a basket or firm. For the purpose of valuation, vector w is a complete
characterization of each basket or firm.

Two subscripts are used on R to identify a specific valuation rule. The
first subscript k takes integer values from 1 to n and denotes the number
of mutually exclusive price indexes used to adjust the period 0 value of
the goods in the basket to period 1 estimates. For the purpose of forming
price indexes, all n goods could be bunched together into a single price
index {k = 1), divided into two groups {k = 2), or, in the extreme case,
into k = n with each good being a group by itself. Except for le = 1 and k
= n, obviously there are multiple ways of partitioning n goods into k
groups. Suppose there are L* possible ways of forming k price indexes
from n goods and that each of these index configurations has been
arranged in some fixed order. The second subscript on R indicates which
of these Lk index configurations has been used to estimate the value of
the bundles of assets. The Rki denotes a valuation rule which uses ith of
the Lk possible A-index configurations. The corresponding partition of
the set of n goods into k nonempty, nonoverlapping subsets is denoted
by n^. Since there is only one way of using all n indexes for n goods, Li
= 1 and Rcu • Rn\.

Price indexes are formed by appropriately weighting the vector of
relative price changes on individual goods, r, by the economy-wide
relative weights, u, of the n goods. The actual valuation of a particular
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basket w of goods obtained by using valiiation rule Ru is therefore a
function of r, u, and w.

Statistical distance between valuation Ru and current valuation Rni
can be measured by their difference. Since vector w in any period is
constant, this distance varies with the realized value of relative price
changes r and the relative weights of a particular basket of goods, w. If
ex ante expectation and variance of r are given by it and 2 respectively,
ex ante expectation ofthe difference between current value and valuation
from Rki for firm w is given by:

Bias(i?*,, Rni I w) = Er(Rki - Rm). (2)

If an individual firm's basket of goods, w is viewed as a random draw
from the economy-wide basket of goods, w, the economy-wide average
bias is given by:

Bias(i?*., Rni) = E^EARki - Rm). (3)

Similarly, the mean-squared difference between valuation resulting
from two methods for firm w is given by:

MSD(R^, Rni I w) = EARk. -Rni)^ (4)

and the economy-wide average of mean-squared difference between the
two valuations is:

MSD(R^, Rm) = E^EMki - Rm)\ (5)

Sunder [1978] proved the following results about the bias and mean-
squared difference between valuation in general and current valuation:'
(a) Bias (2) and mean-squared difference (4) of valuation for individual
firms are not monotonic functions of either the number or the fineness
of price indexes used;^ (6) economy-wide average bias (3) is zero for all
exchange valuation rules except for historical cost; (c) economy-wide
average of mean-squared difference (5) takes the form given below in (6)
and is not a monotonic function ofthe number of price indexes used; (d)
economy-wide average of mean-squared difference is a monotonically
decreasing function of the fineness of price indexes used.

Economy-wide average of mean-squared difference (5) can be used as
an inverse measure of accuracy of valuation rules. It can be written as a
function of various parameters as follows:

MSD(R^, Rni) = - L ' ( a + M) - i - ^ ( 2 ^ + MUMU')«U| (6)
P [ u-1 «u e I

' It is assumed that the basket w of individual firms is the result of n-nominal random
draws from a population with parameter u.

' Price index system a ia finer than price index system 6 if and only if all tbe goods
included in each one of the price indexes of set a are also included in some pric« index of
set b. For a five-good set, for example, index set |(1, 2). (3). (4), (5)| is finer than |(1, 2)(3.
4), (6)1 but is not finer than |(1). (2, 3), (4), (6)|.
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where e = vector of unit elements of appropriate length.
0) = E{w); n-vectOT of relative weights of n assets in the economy,

u'e = 1.
H = E{r), n-vector of expected relative price changes for n assets.
il = n-vector of squared elements of ii.
X = E{T ~ n){r ~ n)' n X n covariance matrix of relative price

changes for n assets.
a =• n-vector of diagonal elements of £.
k = number of price indexes used in the valuation rule. The set of

n assets is partitioned into k nonempty subsets and a price
index is constructed for each subset. Uu, MU> and Suuare the
subvectors and submatrix, respectively, corresponding to the
uth of the k subsets. And

p = number of multinomial trials by which the bundle of assets
for individual firms is randomly drawn from the economy-
wide bundle defined by u.

2. Additivity of Accuracy

Equation (6) provides a convenient measure of the ability of any
valuation rule, Ru, to statistically approximate the current value /?„!. In
this section we deal with the more general problems of the ability of one
valuation rule to approximate any other valuation rule. Mean-squared
difference between any pair of valuation rules /?*,, and Rk^ is:

MSD{R,,i, R^) = E^EARk,, - Rk,j)'. (7)

The mean-squared difference between valuation rules has a convenient
property of additivity provided that all rules under consideration are
comparable with respect to fineness. If valuation rule A (i.e., the partition
of a set of n goods that corresponds to the price indexes used in the
valuation rule) is finer than B, and B is finer than C, then the mean-
squared difference between valuations A and C is the sum of the mean-
squared differences between valuations A and B and between valuations
B and C. The proof is given in Appendix A.

Consider a simple example of an economy in which there are ten goods
(n = 10) denoted by letters a, 6 , . . . / Suppose we wish to use five specific
price indexes to estimate the value of each firm in the economy. There
are many ways of partitioning this set of ten goods into five subsets. Let
us arbitrarily pick the following partition Iiyi:

n,, = \{ab), {cd), {ef), {gh), {ij)\.

In this set of five price indexes, the first price index is the weighted
average price change in goods a and 6, the second price index in this set
consists of average price changes for goods c and d, and so on. A public
organization (e.g.. Bureau of Labor Statistics in the U.S.) produces the
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indexes by applying a set of economy-wide relative weights in averaging.
Let RA be the valuation obtained by using this set of five indexes.

Now consider sets of price indexes which consist of only four indexes
and therefore require partition of the set of ten goods into only four
subsets. Again, there are many ways of partitioning a set often elements
into four subsets. However, for our present purpose, we are interested
only in those partitions which are coarser than partition II^. Such a
partition can easily be created by combining the elements of any two of
the subsets in 11 A into a single subset. Partition IIA = \{ab), {cdgh), {ef),
{ij)\ is an example. Three of the four price indexes in valuation system
,6 are the same as in valuation system A, but the fourth index contains
four goods which were contained in two separate indexes in valuation
system A. Since goods included in any index in system A will also be
included in some index in system B, A is finer than B and B is coarser
than A. Let RB be the valuation obtained by using index system IIB.

Similarly, it is possible to create a three-index system coarser than B
by combining the goods included in any two price indexes of system B
into a single price index. For example, partition lie = \{obef), {cdgh),
{ij)\ has three indexes consisting of four, four, and two goods, respectively.
Since the goods of first and third indexes of B are contained in the first
index of C and the other two indexes are identical, B is finer than C and
C is coarser than B. Re is the valuation obtained by using index system
He.

Given that valuation systems RA, RB, smd Re are comparable to one
another in their fineness, the additivity theorem tells us the relationship
between how well they approximate one another. Since RA is the finest
and Re the coarsest of these three valuation rules, the mean-squared
difference between valuations RA and Re is simply the sum of the mean-
squared difference between valuations RA and RB and between valuations
RB and Re.

The additivity theorem makes it possible to estimate the marginal
improvements in ability of alternative specific price index valuation rules
to approximate the "true" current value without the need to access
detailed data on price changes for every good in the economy. The total
number of distinct goods in a complex economy like that of the United
States is extremely large. Determination of the current value of various
baskets of goods requires knowledge of the price changes for each indi-
vidual good in the economy. Similarly, a determination of the statistical
distance (mean-squared difference in valuation) between any specific
price index valuation rule and current valuations requires parametric
information on the relative weight of every good in the economy (w), the
expected relative price change for every good in the economy (M). and
the covariance matrix (Z) of relative price changes for various goods (see
equation (6)). Such detailed price data on hundreds of thousands of goods
in the economy are not available from any source. Even the most detailed
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price series from the Bureau of Labor Statistics covers only a few
thousand goods in the economy. The absence of detailed data presents
an apparently insurmountable problem of determining how well various
valuation rules approximate current values.

The additivity theorem provides us with a way to circumvent the
problem. Even though the cAsolute magnitude of mean-squared difference
between various specific index valuations and current value cannot be
determined without the detailed data, we can assess the relative abilities
of various fineness-comparable specific index valuation rules to approx-
imate current values.

The point can be illustrated using the example of the Producer Price
Index data base published by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [1978;
1979]. In 1978, the Bureau gathered data by obtaining about 10,000
quotations for 2,773 individual goods. Besides making these individual
price series available, the Bureau also published aggregated price indexes
at four levels: 292 price indexes for four-digit product classes, 87 price
indexes for three-digit product subgroups, 15 price indexes for two-digit
major commodity groups, and a single overall Producer Price Index. All
of these levels of price indexes were designed to be comparable in their
fineness.

Since the mean-squared error of valuation declines monotonically with
increasing fineness of specific price indexes used for valuation (see the
results summarized in section 1 above), we know that the 87 three-digit
producer price indexes produce a better approximation of current value
of various firms on average (in the mean-squared sense) than do 15 two-
digit producer price indexes, which, in turn, provide a better approxi-
mation than the single overall Producer Price Index. How much better
is the 15-index valuation than the single index valuation? The additivity
theorem enables us to obtain a clear answer—since single-index, 15-
index, and current value systems are fineness comparable, the mean-
squared difference between single-index and current value systems minus
the mean-squared difference between 15-index and current value systems
is the same as the mean-squared difference between the single- and the
15-index system. Data on single- and 15-index systems are readily avail-
able, so we can estimate this last difference.

Sunder and Waymire [1983] provided empirical estimates ofthe mean-
squared difference between valuations using various levels of producer
price indexes which are summarized here:

A/SD (Single Index and Two-Digit Indexes) = 0.00266 = z
MSDiSingle Index and Three-Digit Indexes) = 0.00510 = y

MSDiSingle Index and Four-Digit Indexes) = 0.00795 - z
AfSD (Two-Digit and Three-Digit Indexes) = 0.00244 == y - x

MSD(Two-Digit and Four-Digit Indexes) > 0.00529 - 2 - x
MSDiThree-Digit and Four-Digit Indexes) =« 0.00285 - z - y

•= ( « - x ) - (y- x).
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The additivity relationships are shown in algebraic sjrmbols on the
right. Since 0.00266 is the mean-squared difference between single index
and two-digit index valuation, it is also the difference between mean-
squared errors of current valuation by single and two-digit indexes.

3. Unbiased Estimator of Mean-Squared Difference

Equation (6) specifies the mean-squared difference between two val-
uation rules as a function of three parameters—relative weights of goods
in the economy, w, mean vector ft, and covariance matrix Z, respectively,
of relative price changes for n goods in the economy. However, if sampling
errors exist in n and Z, application of (6) results in biased estimation of
the mean-squared difference. An unbiased estimator is derived below.

Suppose M and Z are unbiased estimators of n and Z, respectively, and
are used for estimating the mean-squared difference, MSD, of valtiation
rules. From (6) we have:

«„!) = w'{a + A) -

Therefore:

A) - S - ^ (Sua + MuMu')«u. (8)
*

The expectation of M§D is:

pE MSD{Rk,, Rm)

= w'{o + n + Ei) - i - ^
u-l a>u e

where:

< = M - M

( = vector of squared elements of c.

Because A is an unbiased estimator of M, E{i) = 0. Let S be the covariance
matrix of < and let s be the vector of diagonal elements of S. Then:

pE M§D{Rk., Rnl) = «'(ff + M + S) - i
u-l «u e

*

Therefore, an unbiased estimator of MSD is:

(9)

u - l U)u O
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Note that only the terms from the covariance matrix of the sampling
errors in /x enter the bias-corrected estimator M^D. Errors in unbiased
estimator of 2 do not bias the estimation of accuracy. It can easily be
shown that the presence of errors in fi biases the mean-squared error of
a valuation rule upward. The bias-corrected estimator MSD is therefore
smaller.

Let Tt, t= 1,2,..., The the vector of observed relative price changes
from period t — lto period t for n commodities. The unbiased estimator

of mean n is ti = — Zt̂ i Tt and the unbiased estimator of covariance

matrix Z is given by:

Further, variance of /i is — S. Thus, we can write the bias-corrected

estimator of MSD as:

MSD(Ru, Rni)
(10)

From inspection of equation (10) note that the bias-corrected estimator
differs from equation (8) only by the multiplicative factor (T — \)/T
applied to S. The estimator given in (8) converges to the bias-corrected
estimator (10) as the number of observations, T, used to estimate M and
2 increases. In other words, estimator (8) is asymptotically unbiased.

4. Summary and Conclusions

In this paper we provided two important analytical results which
facilitate an empirical evaluation of how well valuation rules based on
price indexes at various levels of aggregation approximate current values.
First, we showed that the mean-squared differences of valuation among
fineness-comparable index systems are additive. This result allows one
to evaluate the relative efficacy of various specific index valuation rules
in approximating current values without having to gather an impractical
amount of price data. We then developed an unbiased estimator for
mean-squared difference between valuation rules (which is an inverse
measure of accuracy). These results set the stage for empirical evaluation
of valuation rules based on price indexes, such as those provided by
Sunder and Waymire [1983].
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APPENDIX A

Proof of the Additivity Theorem

THEOREM l. Let 5*,̂ ,, fl/^i, and R^^i^ be three valuation rules with
corresponding partitions (of a set of n goods) denoted hy II*,,,, IIA^J,, and
rifcjij, respectively. Assume that all three partitions are comparable in
their fineness, the first being coarser than the second, and the second
being coarser than the third:

n*,i, - n^jij - ii/^i,.

Then the mean-squared difference between the first and the third val-
uation rules is the sum of the mean-squared difference between the first
and the second and between the second and the third:

^ ^ , , (Al)

LEMMA 1. If nn_2,,, - Iln-i^j - Ilm, then:

Rnl) = MSD(fin-2..,, Rn-l.i,) + MSD{Rn-l,i,, Rnl). (A2)

Proof. Without loss of generality, let IIn_i,i, be the partition obtained by
combining the first two elements of Ilni into a single index. Further, let
nn_2,i, be the partition obtained by combining the first three elements of
rini into a single index. From equation (6):

PI
MSD{RMi, Rnl)=- W{<T + M) - S - ^ (2au + MuMu')«u [ (A3)

P W e J
Therefore:

Rnl) = - \(t>i
p I

+ Ci>2 + 0)3

+ M2M3) 1

T T f (A4)
0)1 + U)2 + <i>3 J

Similarly:

Rn\) = ~ "{(*>l(ffu
p I (A5)

In order to use (A3) to write the expression for MSD(i?,_ij,, ft,-i^)
one must recognize that Iln-ii, is obtained by combining the first two
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elements of Ilni with weights wi and 0)2, respectively. Thus the first

element of Iln-i,- has fic = and variance (Tec =

) . . . . . . ^ J . ,

T T , relative weight Wc = oji + W2, and appropriate
)

covariances with other n — 2 elements.
Now, from (A3) we can write:

0)c -t- 0)3 J

= - -{ (0)i + 0)2) ^—^ ^—^

(A6)

0)1 + 0)2 + 0)3

' 2a;3/i3(o)i/ii •¥ 0)2^2) |

OJi + 0)2 + W3 J

Substitution from (A4), (A5), and (A6) into (A2) proves the lemma. The
proof of Theorem 1 is direct by induction from the results of Lemma 1.
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